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1: New Traveller - RPGs
New Traveller A brand new edition of Traveller is now available - based on the original but tweaked, finessed and
updated through a massive months-long beta playtest by you, the players! Every Traveller book is now printed in full
colour and all core rulebooks and supplements are gorgeous hardbacks, fully updating this beloved game for the 21st.

Mongoose Core Rules Long answer: As far as ease of understanding the rules, the best written core rules are
hands-down Mongoose Traveller MgT. The supplements, however, are less generally well received. It does, as
a line, suffer from early and significant errata. Some of the 3rd party supplements are excellent. It lacks a few
elements from the d20 core, so familiarity with d20 is a must. Setting is 20 years after CT, but essentially still
CT. Note that the GT license is ending, and new products will not be available. Needs Hero System Core
Rules 4th, 5th, or 5th revised. Traveller The New Era TNE was fairly well written, second only to Mongoose
in clarity, but is not mechanically compatible with other editions. Further, the changes in the mechanics also
are mirrored with setting destruction. MegaTraveller has massive errata issues, and some clarity issues,
especially with combat. While I love it, it should be avoided if looking for an easily accessible ruleset. Classic
Traveller has numerous clarity issues. Setting is at the dawn of the 3rd Imperium, years before Classic is set.
T5 is a monstrously large PDF or Hardback. It is easily the least accessible edition for new players, as it is
tersely written, table heavy, requires significant changes in thinking for players of older editions, and is under
revision to a new sub-edition by the designer. There is a T20 adaptation ; was excellent, allowing play under a
Traveller ruleset. The adaptation book for Mongoose is by the same author as , but is not as polished, nor does
it advance the setting timeline like did; it does, however, have multiple support books. Mongoose Traveller all
but most recent releases Currently in Print: Unavailable for various reasons: I was a playtester on T20, MgT,
and Further, I administer the official Traveller forums.
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2: Versions of Traveller - Traveller
Traveller Book 5: High Guard, 2nd Edition on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This
book is a substantially improved and re-typeset edition of High Guard, Traveller Book 5, which originally appeared in

At 4pm GMT on Wednesday November 14th, we will be launching a Kickstarter to produce a massive box set
miniatures game for Traveller, entitled Vanguard: Boarding Actions in the Fifth Frontier War. This set will
provide everything you need to build Imperial and Zhodani forces, and then play through a campaign to board
or defend a warship â€” all against the backdrop of one of the largest wars to strike Charted Space. If you have
dropped by Planet Mongoose to learn more about Vanguard, then you have likely already seen some of the
sneak peeks we have revealed of this game â€” this post is an in-depth exploration of the game and what we
are planning for itâ€¦ The Box Set Vanguard will be arriving in a massive box set, jam-packed with everything
you need. We are still finalising the contents we keep adding new bits and pieces, like we always do with a
Kickstarter project! Playing Vanguard As with our previous miniatures games, we have kept the core rules
simple, allowing us to layer tactical options on top to create a game with some considerable depth. To play
Vanguard, two players choose which force they will fight for Imperium or Zhodani Consulate in the core set
and whether they will be the attacker or defender, and then select the type of ship that will be boarded â€”
Frigate, Destroyer, Cruiser, or Battleship. The size of the ship determines the number of units each player has
at their disposal. Once the players are ready, they play the Breach! The attacking force has closed in on the
target ship, given it a good pounding, and then launched boarding units â€” burning their way through the hull,
the boarders have a few vital seconds to gain entry before the defenders can properly react. They must secure
the immediate area before the defending forces can mass an effective resistance and throw them off the ship.
The attacker has several advantages in the Breach! The attacker must consolidate their position and then send
out reconnaissance teams to quickly find out the quickest routes to the most vulnerable areas of the ship. In
return, the defender can draw enemy units out of position and ambush them. The end game of the boarding
action will see the boarders launch a Strike mission against a critical objective such as the bridge or
engineering section , or the defender launching a successful Counterattack that pushes the boarders off the ship
â€” at that point, the attacker has the option to launch a new boarding action if they feel they have enough
forces remaining, or gracefully concede the campaign to the defender. All of these games can be played in a
single day of solid gaming, or be conducted over several evenings down the local games club. Throughout the
game, both players must manage their resources, choosing when to commit their most powerful units to the
fray and avoid frittering them away in less important clashes. The player who can gain the most momentum
will have a solid advantage, but things can reverse quickly with one bad choice! If you want a model to
perform an action beyond simply moving, a Check will be needed. This is simply a roll of two dice whose
values are totalled, and then an appropriate modifier usually a skill is added. If you gain a total of 8 or more,
you have succeeded. It is that simple! For example, an Imperial Marine has just entered a corridor and sees a
vile Zhodani trooper at the end of it. He raises his Laser Carbine and fires! He rolls two dice and gets a total of
7, but then adds his Gun Combat skill of 1, for a total of 8 â€” he has just made it it! This system is used for
shooting targets, hitting people in close combat, hacking doors, setting explosivesâ€¦ just about everything!
Each model itself has a number of Action Points AP , which are used to select specific actions. For example,
moving one square ahead consume 1 AP, while shooting a heavy weapon requires 2 AP. However, we have
added one complication â€” Snapshots. If it sees an enemy model complete an action such as marching around
a corner , it can attempt a DEX check Dexterity check. This means you cannot simply move models around
with impunity â€” you will need to flank enemies and support your own troops as you advance towards your
objectives, and one model going down can create a gap in your line that will be quickly exploited by a cunning
opponent. However, there the similarities end. Beyond the Laser Carbine, they can instead carry a Laser
Sniper Rifle useful for covering long corridors , a rapid-firing Gauss Rifle, and the feared Accelerator Shotgun
for when you absolutely, positively have to kill that last Zhodani. In addition to weaponry, the Imperial
Marine can also carry Shaped Charges to get through sealed Iris Valves airtight doors , Medikits to keep other
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Marines on their feet, and Terminal Intrusion Comps to hack into vital systems on the ship. Their basic tactics
are to weather the assault of an enemy and defeat them with well-equipped Marines who have the tools to get
any job done. Zhodani Zhodani troopers have a very different approach to battle. While they wear very
distinctive Combat Armour, theirs is of a lighter build. While an Imperial Marine might be able to shrug off
more attacks, a Zhodani trooper is a lot faster and more agile than his enemy in general, they get more AP than
Imperials and can turn in tight corridors easier. Whole units can wrong-foot and flank an Imperial Marine
force, striking from positions rapidly gained before their enemies even know they are there. In addition to this,
the Zhodani have a very powerful weapon at their disposal â€” Psionics. With a mere thought, a Zhodani
trooper can telepathically distract an opponent, force them to commit to an action they might not otherwise
choose, telekinetically hurl an Imperial Marine across a room, or build a psychic shield around themselves.
One particularly favoured trick of powerful Zhodani psions is to use Clairvoyance to scout out a location
behind an Imperial unit, and then Teleport behind them to launch a devastating and unexpected attack. And
those Psishield helmets the Imperial Officers love so much? They only work against telepathic powersâ€¦
Every Zhodani squad leader and noble is a psion with access to these powers, and the Zhodani player can
upgrade every other Zhodani trooper to be a psion, if that is so wishedâ€¦ So, the Zhodani are fearsome
opponents â€” but they have one more thing in their armouryâ€¦ The Zhodani military uses Warbots in many
roles, and boarding actions are not least among them. The type of Warbot used on board a ship is very heavily
armoured, capable of snipping the head off an Imperial Marine with its claws, or using its Laser Rifle to mow
enemies down. However, many Zhodani nobles prefer to mount Flamethrowers on their Warbots â€” shorter
ranged and it is tougher to get through Combat Armourâ€¦ but entire rooms can be immolated instantly. Just
Zhodani and Imperials? The Traveller universe is huge and we could put all sorts of things into Vanguard.
However, this being a Kickstarter project, we could not resist putting in a couple of stretch goals that will give
you a bit of variation. If all goes well in the Kickstarter project, we will add first the Aslan, and then the
Vargr! The Aslan are honour-bound warriors whose thirst for territory drives them ever onwards to expand.
They will think nothing of boarding a heavily armed ship to prove their right to lead. For their part, the
wolf-like Vargr have to be a lot sneakier than most â€” this force will represent pirates or corsairs trying their
luck against a disabled warship. They are the fastest of all the forces but must concentrate on defeating
enemies one at a time with pack tacticsâ€¦ Strategy Cards Both players will gain Strategy Cards throughout the
boarding action, though the player who develops the greater momentum on the ship will have greater access to
them. Strategy Cards represent ploys and events that take place beyond the scope of the squads in the set of
corridors represented by the gameboards, but which can nonetheless greatly affect a mission. For example, the
defending player might choose to switch off the artifical gravity in a section of the ship in order to disorientate
the boarders or rapidly Vent Atmosphere to expose everyone to the void and yes, models can be lost as they
are sucked out into space! Exploring the Universe One thing we want to achieve with miniatures games like
this is explore an area of the Traveller universe that, up to now, has not had much attention. Within Vanguard,
you will find a great deal of information on the regiments of the Imperial Marines and Zhodani, including
equipment, organisation and unit markings the latter of which will, of course, be of great benefit when you
paint your models! Marc Miller, the creator of Traveller, has weighed in here and given us some great material
for his favourite regiments, which have been included in the rulebook. We have even persuaded fan-favourite
Martin Dougherty to not only flesh out the regiments presented in Vanguard, but to write a brand new short
story that presents the chaotic environment of a boarding action from the Imperial perspective. Join us in the
Vanguard We sincerely hope you will join us in this Kickstarter project to bring to life the first new Traveller
miniatures game for a long time. In return, we will provide you with a game that you can play over and again
without repetition, charting the fate of a warship in the Fifth Frontier War. You will be able to explore the
forces used in this conflict, and have a range of superb 28mm miniatures to represent them on the table top.
Join us in the Vanguard â€” we think you will enjoy it here! Vehicle Handbook However, the next big
hardback will be the Vehicle Handbook, which pretty much does for vehicles what High Guard does for ships.
We have based this book on the previous edition, spearheaded by the mechanics of Colin Dunn, but we have
focussed heavily on usability, meaning it is even quicker to put vehicles together now. The second edition
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Traveller rules have helped a great deal here, streamlining the mechanics for vehicles and how they integrate
into the wider game. As well as giving plenty of options for the types of vehicles you can create from hovering
submarines to bouncing walkers to massive airship aircraft carriers , we have also included a veritable fleet of
vehicles, some familiar, some brand new, for you to insert straight into your campaigns. We have been at
pains not to simply give you a car, a lorry, a motorcycle â€” that is a bit boring. Instead, we have been
working on creating vehicles, across all Tech Levels yes, we have TL1 vehicles in the book! So, if you are
looking for low tech nomad raiders, the wind-powered land ship with a full complement of bolt throwers will
be just the ticket and can provide a nasty surprise even for well equipped Travellers! Or you can go full Mech
with the range of fighting walkers we have included. Vehicle Handbook is in layout right now, and you can
expect to see the electronic version around the beginning of February, with the hardback surfacing late spring.
Traveller Starter Set One reason for the new edition of Traveller appearing when it did was because of a
request from Mr Miller for us to do a starter box set it did not make sense to do one towards the end of the
product cycle of the last edition, so the new rulebook was written. This box set will contain everything players
need to dive into Traveller, from the rules which, while the Core Rulebook will have more breadth, will not be
a cut-down version of its rules to a complete mini-campaign. The campaign is set in the Traveller Universe,
but many, many light years away from the Third Imperium or, indeed, any part of Charted Space. The
keen-eyed among you will recognise that the front cover of the starter set is the reverse of the Core Rulebook,
taken from the point of view of the Corsairsâ€¦ Expect to see the electronic version of the starter set in
Februaryâ€¦ Reach Adventure 4: The original adventure presented details of the Leviathan-class merchant
cruiser and an outline of an adventure aboard one. In this adventure, Leviathan was engaged in an exploratory
trade cruise into the so-called Outrim Void, a region just over the border from Imperial space. In this
adventure, written by fan-favourite M J Dougherty, the Travellers will iscover that Amuar continued heading
into deep space rather than turning for home as her mission plan had indicated. Entering it, the Travellers will
seek clues as to why the mission profile was changed, and how the ship came to be crashed on a nowhere
worldâ€¦ The Pirates of Drinax This is the biggie. The previously free-to-download Pirates of Drinax is getting
a major uplift, with all material re-edited, re-written, and expanded, combined with source material on both the
Aslan and Trojan Reach, and bundled together with a giant poster map into two full colour hardbacks within a
slipcase. This is going to be a magnificent Traveller set to own and, we believe, the best campaign written for
Traveller thus far and one of the best written for any RPG â€” the principal writer, Gareth Hanrahan, has a real
gift for this kind of work. Along the way, we have accumulated way more material than we can possibly fit
into the slipcase books well over pages worth! We should be at pains to point out that nothing outside of the
slipcase books is necessary for the campaign â€” it really is extra supplements that can be added for an
extended Drinaxian experience. For example, we have included a large number of Patron encounters in the
campaign â€” however, we have also expanded half a dozen of those encounters into full blown adventures
perfect for the lazy referee! The campaign includes a full chapter on the ship the players start with, the
Drinaxian Harrier, covering its capabilities and ways it can be improved â€” there will also be a Harrier
supplement adding yet more options to this magnificent ship. Beyond that, we have a Ship Encounters
supplement with ready-to-go vessels for the players to plunder all with extensive backgrounds that can lead
onto brand new adventures or, at least, greatly complicate the pirating operation , and we already have
released supplements for Drinax covering specific regions, such as Theev expect to see similar releases on the
Florian League and Glorious Empire! Finally, we will be introducing a brand new chapter to the campaign, in
the form of the Shadows of Sindal, a trilogy or linked adventures that will take the players ever deeper into the
story. We are aiming for all of this to be released over the summer months but, with Traveller in general and
Drinax specifically, it will appear when it is ready â€” there is no way we are going to rush projects of this
magnitude. Either way, the Pirates of Drinax is set to be a truly epic campaign or the most monstrous
proportions! The Traveller Companion Despite being mentioned in the Core Rulebook, the Companion did not
appear in â€” we are taking steps to rectify that right now! So, what is the Traveller Companion? Well, a good
description would be all the material that did not make it into the core books released thus far. Its chapter
structure mimics that of the Core Rulebook, with different or additional takes on each â€” for example, in the
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character creation chapter, there are new pre-career options alongside new ways to create characters that do
not use the career system. In the Encounters chapter, you will find new hazards and additional traits for
animals, while the Spacecraft Operations chapter includes, among other things, what happens when a ship
strays a bit too close to a black holeâ€¦ It is basically a repository for every whacky idea the designers ever
had, along with a good dollop of material that has been put together from comments made by players on
various Traveller forums. Expect the Traveller Companion during the summer, and as a full colour hardback
in autumn. Expedition to Zhodane For the next stage of our Traveller storytelling, we will revisit another
classic adventure in the run up to one of the mightiest events to engulf the Third Imperium. Once again, M J
Dougherty will be taking a classic adventure and reworking it â€” this time, turning it into an eight episode
mini-campaign that will send the players deep into Zhodani space and serve as a suitably climactic build up to
the next mega-campaign we will be working on, the Fifth Frontier War likely to be a release itself â€” but well
worth waiting for!
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3: Mark Munson Traveller Site
In early , a new edition of Traveller by Mongoose was released (referred to by some as Mongoose Traveller 2nd
Edition). What are the major rule and setting differences between this version and.

Game overview[ edit ] Characters typically journey between various star systems and engage in activities such
as exploration, ground and space battles, and interstellar trading. Characters are defined not by the need to
increase native skill and ability but by achievements, discoveries, wealth, titles, and political power. Key
features[ edit ] Key features derived from literary sources are incorporated into Traveller in all its forms: The
core rules focus on human characters, but there is ample support for using and playing aliens. Interstellar
travel is through the use of the faster-than-light FTL jump drive , which moves a ship through "jump space" a
few light-years at a time. Each jump always takes about one week. Normal-space travel is accomplished
through relatively efficient and powerful gravitic drives. Newtonian physics tends to be followed. There is no
faster-than-light information transfer â€” meaning no ansible , subspace radio or hyper-wave. Communication
is limited to the speed of travel. Decisions are made on the local level, rather than by a remote authority.
Planets fight out internal wars, and commerce is a major driving force of civilization. Interstellar society is
socially stratified high, mid, and low passage; SOC Social Status is a primary character attribute. Affairs are
often managed by independent nobility, who make use of classic titles such as Baron, Duke and Archduke.
Career options, ship design, subsector design, and decisions made during character generation limit and frame
reality. People remain people and continue to show courage, wisdom, honesty and justice, along with
cowardice, deceit, and criminal behavior. Characters[ edit ] Traveller uses a lifepath-style system for character
generation. A character can be human, robot, alien, or of a genetically engineered species. A character can be
civilian, military, or noble, a young cadet or a tried-and-true veteran, each with strengths and weaknesses.
Death during character generation is even a possibility in some editions, a mechanic that became infamous.
Characters are described by six primary characteristics: These characteristics are typically generated with a
roll of two six-sided dice. Other general characteristics also exist, such as psionics and sanity. There are also
variant characteristics, such as charisma and caste, which replace a primary characteristic, to add nuance to
alien characters. Psionics[ edit ] Extra-sensory perception, telekinesis, telepathy, and other psychic abilities are
organized and standardized into "psionics". Depending on their choice, characters can be psionic. Task
systems[ edit ] Each rule system has its own task mechanic for resolving character actions. Some systems use
two or three six-sided dice, while others use multiple six-sided dice or a twenty-sided die. Target numbers are
typically determined by the referee, who takes into account task difficulty, skill level, and a characteristic.
Situation and equipment used can provide a bonus or penalty to a roll. Depending on the task, a success may
require rolling above or below the target number. Equipment[ edit ] Equipment typically emphasizes
wilderness exploration, hazardous environments, and combat. As a result, equipment lists are heavy on
vehicles, sensor equipment, communicators, rations, personal armor , and weapons. Since primitive worlds
exist near technological worlds, primitive weapons are also typically included, such as swords, shields, pikes,
and bows. And since high technology is available, cybernetic implants and non-sentient robots typically also
show up in equipment lists, as well as artifacts from ancient, vanished technological civilizations. While there
are energy weapons, there is also a strong presence of slug-throwing weapons such as rifles and pistols. The
prevailing theory is that usually the most efficient way to stop someone is with kinetic energy e. It is complex
enough to be able to generically represent most starships used in role-playing games, and flexible enough to
support custom add-ons to the system. GDW published several board games allowing Traveller space battles
to be played out as games in their own right - Mayday using the Traveller rules, Brilliant Lances and Battle
Rider using the Traveller: The New Era rules. Computer programs have been created to model and predict
starship combat using Traveller rules. The most famous case involved Douglas Lenat applying his Eurisko
heuristic learning program to the scenario in the Traveller adventure Trillion Credit Squadron, which
contained rules for resolving very large space battles statistically. Eurisko discovered exploitable features of
the starship design system that allowed it to build unusual fleets that won the and championships. The sponsor
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stated that if Lenat entered and won the next year they would stop the sponsorship, so Lenat stopped attending.
Most worlds tend to be only modestly colonized, though some worlds may be dangerously overcrowded. The
world generation system is geared to produce a highly random mix of worlds. Extensions take star system
generation into account, and modify the process depending on the fecundity and history of the targeted area of
space. Similar to the use of the UPP for characters, worlds are represented by an alphanumeric Universal
World Profile that encodes key physical, social, and economic properties of the world. Setting[ edit ] The
original booklets were promoted as generic rules for running general science fiction role-playing games with
no official setting. However, in the adventures and supplements that soon followed a suggested setting began
to emerge, in which the human-dominated Third Imperium was the largest interstellar empire in charted space,
a feudalistic union of worlds, where local nobility operate largely free from oversight, restricted by convention
and feudal obligations. Races[ edit ] The setting features various descendants of humanity, who are
collectively called Humaniti. These include the Solomani, humans emigrated from Earth with the last few
thousand years, the Vilani, humans transplanted from Earth tens of thousands of years ago by the Ancients see
below who founded the First Imperium, and the Zhodani, psychic humans ruled by psionically-gifted nobles.
Despite the thematic dominance of the human race, with most adventures taking place in human space, the
Traveller universe is cosmopolitan, containing many technologically advanced species known as sophonts, a
term borrowed from earlier science fiction material. Additional minor races are numerous. An early
publication from GDW noted that "The minor races, of which there are hundreds within the area of known
space, will be largely left up to individual referees. Wiseman, sketched out about one race per quarter, starting
with the Aslan in Issue 7. Taken together with aliens casually mentioned or introduced in separate scenarios or
adventuresâ€”often arbitrarilyâ€”there is therefore no indication that the number of minor races is limited in
any sense. Ancients[ edit ] The Ancients were a major race in the distant past; their ruins dot planets
throughout charted space and their artifacts are more technically advanced than those of any existing
civilization. For unknown reasons, they transplanted humans from Earth to dozens of worlds, uplifted Terran
wolves to create the Vargr, and undertook many megascale engineering projects before destroying their
civilization in a catastrophic war.
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4: Traveller 2nd Edition errata - Mongoose Publishing
Welcome to my Traveller Character Generator. It is based on the Mongoose version 1 rule set. You might notice some
differences in the Events and Mishaps.

The Ancient Faith is the Orthodox faith, which will endure as long as mankind endures. This blog is where
those two come together. This is Free Trader Beowulf. In , the first edition of Traveller: It is very likely that
MgT has its critics, but it also has its fans. This gaming system is worth buying for three reasons. This system
is similar to, and compatible with, the CT rules, the rules are simply written and easy to understand, and it
combines several different styles of role-playing into one system, which makes the game a little easier. The
first reason Mongoose Traveller is worth buying is because it is similar to, and compatible with, the Classic
Traveller rules. First, the designers included many new features, such as new careers, equipment, and skills,
that can make gameplay more exciting. Then, they took existing rules from CT, such as the computer rules,
and updated them to match current-generation technology compared to the s computers that were around when
CT was published. The second reason MgT is worth buying are the simple and easy to understand rules
themselves. The writers put detailed examples of play with each set of rules, giving players a better idea of
how a particular task is performed. Throughout the book, there are numerous cross-references to make finding
things easier. It also has clearly written data cards for all mentioned vehicles, starships and small craft,
equipment, and weapons. The third reason MgT is worth buying is the designers combined several different
styles of role-playing into one system, which makes the game easier, both for the player s and the referee.
Some role-players may believe that MgT is not worth buying. One argument could be that it has no index.
While this is a potential problem with a physical copy of the book, if you have the PDF version on Adobe
Reader which, by the way, is cheaper , the program has a search engine that takes the place of the index, thus
resolving the issue. Another argument could be that the book has several typos and seems to be missing
certain important bit of information such as hull points on starships. In conclusion, Mongoose Traveller is
worth buying because it is similar to-and compatible with-the CT rules, the rules are simply written and easy
to understand, and it combines several different styles of role-playing into one system, which makes the game
easier. Mongoose Traveller is a good buy for new role-players because trying to get hold of older editions of
Traveller, like Classic or MegaTraveller, is getting more and more expensive. This review was written by my
son. He recently purchased MgT, and has been itching to share something to the blog. So I told him to write an
essay.
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5: Traveller 2nd edition by Mongoose Publishing Review - Multiverse
It is the 2nd Edition of Traveller that is published by Mongoose Publishing, kicking off the gameline anew. In the
following weeks we will visit together every single Traveller 2nd Edition product that has already been published.

This section seems to cover recovery from an illness or bio-weapon, but not the liklihood of being effected,
thoughts? Transmission is effectively considered to be automatic - if the first effect roll is a success then
maybe you lucked out. Is the skill requirement example here correct? It seems like the penalty should be -6 -2
each for skill levels 0, 1, and 2. Or is it intended that a requirement of level zero is only there to catch out the
unskilled? Ignore level 0 requirements unless unskilled. What is the duration of these drugs per dose? Just to
be clear here, according to the cover bullet-point, a vehicle with armour 10 applies a DM of - 10 to attack rolls
against the crew? And if hit, presumably no vehicle armour applies shot through a vision slit, firing loop or
whatever? Use the normal Cover rules -2DM , but apply additional armour equal to the vehicles armour level.
Do these really provide no cover benefit? It seems like the sides of the air raft should at least afford the
standard DM -2 cover penalty to attacks? Normal Cover rules apply if appropriate. Should this have the "Open
Vehicle" trait? Under the fuel tanks entry, should this be "4 weeks operation, one jump-2"? The last paragraph
of the life support entry seems to imply that it should be used in addition to the vacuum damage? Do these
apply to suited characters too? It seems like this should be an entry on the Radiation Exposure table? Yes it
does, however, the rules here seem to be in need of tweaking. Is the Radiation Effects table correct? It seems
like the look-up values for immediate exposure should be smaller than those on the cumulative exposure parts
of the chart? Exposures are across several differing time-frames - how do I apply armour consistantly? Just
apply armour each time and try not to think about it The DM-1 should only apply to physical skills, right?
Like the low-g section does? Gaining fuel is discussed, and individual ships have some notes on fuel use, but
there is little detail? How much fuel do I use mooching around a solar system for example? Fuel use other than
for jump is part of general use and is effectively ignored - power plants seem to use one ton of fuel per
month?. The fuel and open modules seem to cut off all access to the engineering section? The lab ship pinnace
seems to be of a completely different design to the one shown on pg. Does it use the same stat block? The
effect of multiplying damage by the attack roll effect is that attacks with an effect of zero effectively miss?
Just an oddity of the system also applies to point defence and electronic warfare - the effect is the number of
hits, and if the effect is zero, zero missiles hit. What does the "Track" trait do? What is the interval for
berthing costs? Is it per day?
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6: GURPS Traveller
I am not completely sold on investing significantly in 2nd edition as of yet. Mongoose is products over the last few years
have become increasingly uneven and are generally very poorly edited. I would love to hear people sell me on 2nd
edition Mongoose Traveller.

During the course of a career, characters can promote, suffer physical or mental mishaps, or have life events
occur. Because players create characters at the same time, they are encouraged to interweave their careers
together. For instance, an Entertainer might have been a musician on a merchant marine vessel and met a
marine that was guarding the vessel at the time. The ship was under attack by an alien force, and the characters
were forced to deal with the situation giving them a mutual skill in common. Skills The core mechanic of the
system is 2d6 rolls versus a target number of 8 for all skills. For example, running through a forest does not
trigger an athletics check. Some skills also have specializations. If a player has level 1 in a skill, they can
choose to specialize deeper in that skill. The GM will decide which characteristic best fits the skill usage.
Using your engineering to figure out how an alien engine works would suggest intellect, whereas trying to
repair something in a tight space might require dexterity. Task chains allow for multiple tasks to link together,
allowing groups to work tasks. He did not have anything due to backstory. So he talked Carla into going with
him and Rekk and try to find this abandoned scout quarters. Carla uses her Streetwise skill to get a local farm
sub crew member to tell her about a scout base that was in abandon. Recon was Rekks specialty, so he took a
walkabout and was able to find the base. Verik hacks open the hut comscreen and he finds a few antique rifles
and a couple Jacks armor. Players roll 2D plus their characteristic modifier and any skill modifier. Armor
reduces the damage done by an attack. Personal Combat is so fast it is almost over before you know it.
Personal combat is determined by making a characteristic check Dex or Int , the result being your initiative
spot. The higher the check result the faster you act. Ship Combat works quite differently than personal combat,
but due to a large number of skill checks at play, it feels very epic. Needless to say, ship combat is very
complex. However, it moves fast too! The Setting The Traveller universe is a well-established fixture in
roleplaying. Mongoose truly seems to be interested in sticking to canon while looking forward to the future.
My only complaint with their Conan material is that I want more. As the licenses for those have lapsed, I look
forward to their future with Traveller and Paranoia franchises. The universe while having several alien races,
is mostly humancentric. Gamemasters get the Trojan reach sector of the Third Imperium to play with as a
sandbox. They are given tools for building their own worlds as well. Overall, just from the core book you can
probably wrangle months of gameplay. Aesthetics Art Design The art design is top notch. While some pieces
are better than others, overall they all convey the feel of Traveller. For me, the important thing is in
maintaining the Traveller identity. Traveller has never tried in my opinion to be any other franchise. I like the
semi-dystopian sci-fi setting that was dystopian before dystopian was popular fiction. The artistic vision is
believable, and the honoring of the past pretty flawless. The artwork is clear with crisp lines and could just as
easily be a real arms catalog in the future. Layout and Writing The layout is spot on and clean. Things are easy
to find within the book. I found little to no errors in spelling I really do not care about grammar errors unless it
confuses things , and only one or two times where I suspected there was an error. For a rulebook pages long
that is impressive. The writing flows well, is clear and explains everything in language easy to follow. The
outside appears as a cockpit of a ship staring off into space with a planet on one side and a sun on the other.
The inside has everything a GM could ask for organized in an easy to find fashion. There is even a reprint of
the interior equipment listing. Personal Combat and Ship combat as covered as well with all needed mechanics
listed. You could almost run the game with the screen alone once you had the mechanics down. This GM
screen will take a beating. The laminate does look like over time it might peel in places but good storage and
impulse control to not pick will help prevent that. Traveller Marches Adventure 1: High and Dry High and
Dry is the first offering in what promises to be a long campaign called Metal Worlds for Traveller. It gives you
the world of Walston, a lightly populated outpost, rich in resources and ripe with adventure. I am only
partially through the adventure currently, but with our short hour sessions I am betting we get another 3
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months of gaming out of it before moving on to my own content. The adventure much like the rulebook is
very well written and easy to follow. It can be a little dry at some points but nothing a creative GM cannot
embellish upon and it leaves plenty of room for creating your own adventures. The Quality of the softcover is
decent, on par with Paizo products and the art style is great as well. It is worth the price? In summary, I can
answer this with one word. So get out there travel the space lanes! Pick up Traveller today.
7: Mongoose Traveller - Traveller
The MT2e (Mongoose Traveller, 2nd Edition; sorry for using D&D terminology) Corebook makes multiple references to a
'Traveller Companion' book. Though I can't seem to find it on the Mongoose website or Amazon.

8: What is the most accessible edition of Traveller? - Role-playing Games Stack Exchange
FOR ADDITIONAL SUPPORT please take a look at www.enganchecubano.com The TCG is currently designed to work
with Mongoose Traveller 2nd Edition. The TCG is currently designed to work with Mongoose Traveller 2nd Edition.

9: List of Traveller Books - Wikipedia
TNE uses the second edition Twilight rules system, AD uses a variation of the first edition Twilight rules, T20 is based on
the D20 license game system, and obviously, the GURPS versions and Hero versions use GURPS and HERO System
respectively.
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